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We have several types of surge
protectors with different

functions that will protect your
items according to your needs.

When lights go off, sometimes
they usually come back with a

higher or lower voltage
and end up destroying your

electrical and motor equipment. 

 SURGE PROTECTORS 

02

Available in all leading supermarkets and Hardware Shops.



Ksh. 2,200  

4G2 SURGE
PROTECTOR (13A)
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Offers the first line of surge
protection by the use of MOV (Metal
Oxide Valister) which clamps surges
and spikes making sure only clean

power gets to your equipment.

Home Theatre

Laptops



FRIDGE SURGE
PROTECTOR 

(FSP7A)
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Ksh. 2,400  

Protects motor equipment such as
fridges, freezers, pumps against low

voltage, brown-outs and voltage dips by
disconnecting your equipment when the

power is bad and connecting
automatically when power goes back to

normal.

Fridges

Freezers



ELECTRONIC SURGE
PROTECTOR 

(ESP7A)

Ksh. 2,295  
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Protects electrical and electronic
equipment such as TVs and computers
against high voltage, voltage dips and

brownouts
 

Like the FSP, it disconnects when the
power is bad and connects

automatically when power goes back
to normal

Laptops and
Computers

Televisions



VOLT SURGE 
PROTECTOR (VSP13A)

Ksh. 3,500  
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Protects both your motor
equipment 

(fridge, freezer) and your
electronics equipment  (tv, radio,
computers) up to 13 Amps from

high and low voltage.

Refrigerators

Decoder



SURGE PROTECTOR 
13 AMPS (SP13A)

Ksh. 3,700
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Protect equipment such as
photocopiers, printers, fire

alarm control panel, electric
fence energizer, microwave

against unreliable mains power. 

Washing Machines

Printers



SURGE PROTECTOR 
15 AMPS 
(SP15A)

Ksh. 3,700
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Protect equipment such as
commerical refrigerators and 
air conditioners up to 15 Amps

against unreliable mains
power Air Conditioners 

Commercial
Refrigerators



AIR CONDITIONER 
SURGE PROTECTOR 

 (ACSP32A)

Ksh. 3,900
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Protects Air conditioners up to 32
Amps from unreliabe mains power
by disconnecting the AC when the

power is bad and reconnecting
automatically when power goes

back to normal.

Air Conditioners 



SURGE PROTECTOR 
30 AMPS (SP30A)

Ksh. 6,450
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Protects complete electrical
circuits like a ring circuit or a radial

circuit or powers into an inverter
power backup system.

Inverter Power
Backup System



SURGE PROTECTOR 3
PHASE (SP3P)

Ksh. 23,200
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Designed to protect three phase
loads like 3 phase water pumps,

generator, ATS and 3 phase
electrical circuits for entire

buildings.
3 Phase Water Pump


